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Abstract
Wepresent a novelapproachto describe the knowledge
discoveryprocess, focusingon a generalizedformof attribute
called view.It is observedthat the processof knowledge
discoverycan, in fact. be modeled
as the design,generation,use,
and evaluationof views,asserting that viewsare the fundamentalbuilding blocksin the discoveryprocess. Werealize
these conceptsas an object orientedclass library andconduct
computationalknowledgediscoveryexperimentson biological data. namelythe characterizationof N-terminalprotein
sortingsignals,yieldingsignificantresults.
Introduction
Fayyadet al. (1996) describes the KDD
process as "’the nontrivial processof identifying valid, novel, potentially useful,
and ultimately understandable patterns in data", and gives
an outline of the basic KDDprocess consisting of: 1) data
selection 2) data preprocessing 3) data transformation
data mining (hypothesis generation) 5) hypothesis interpretation/evaluation 6) knowledgeconsolidation.
Consideringthat a large portion of the knowledgediscovery process almost alwaysconsists of a trial-and-error interaction between the domainexpert and the problem (Cheeseman&Stutz 1996), there is a strong needfor facilitating the
humanintervention (Langley 1998) to discovery systems,
such as: incorporating ingenious "tailor-made" attributes designed by experts, integrating various expert knowledgeas
well as experts’ intuitions concerning the domain, and assisting in the evaluation of the knowledgewhichis obtained.
Also, another aspect which is recognized as a key in the
KDDprocess, is the generation or discovery of "good" attributes/features (Motoda1999) whichhelp explain the data.
Muchwork has been done on these topics: For example,
CLEMENTINE
(Khabaza & Shearer 1995) is a successful
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commercialtool, focusing on humanintervention and extensibility, integrating multiple modelingand discovery algorithms with tools for data access, data manipulationand preprocessing, visualization and reporting. Methodsto extend
the space of available attributes and/or features, such as constructive induction,feature construction, have appearedfrequently in the machinelearning literature (Michalski 1983;
Matheus & Rendell 1989; Bloedom& Michalski 1998).
Each has been successful in its ownaim, but more general concepts wouldhelp to better understand the process of
knowledgediscovery as a whole. In this paper, we give a
more mathematical abstraction of the knowledgediscovery
process by focusing on a generalization of attribute, named
view (Maruyamaet ai. 1998; 1999), which defines a specific wayof looking at, or understandingthe given entities.
Viewsare essentially functional attributes which, given an
entity, returns a value representing a certain aspect of the
entity. Formaldefinitions for these conceptsare given in the
next section.
Weobserve that steps of the KDDprocess can be described as the design, generation, use, and evaluation of
views. Wealso define operations on views, as a way to
generate new views from existing views, inspiring the diversity of view design by experts. While the careful design
of views by experts offers an elegant interface for humanintervention to the discovery process, we also showthat views
can describe a general framework,analogous to constructive
induction techniques, whichcan (at least partially) automate
the generation of new views.
Fromthese properties, we conclude that views are fundamental building blocks of the knowledgediscovery process.
Wehave realized the notions we have defined, as a software
library of views and view operators named HYPOTHESISCREATOR(7-~C), hoping to accelerate this process. Wegive
an account of a series of computational experiments conducted on biological data using 7~C, demonstrating howour
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ideas are applied to real worldapplications.
Basic Concepts
The initial idea of view was presented by Maruyamaet
aL (1998; 1999), whosepurpose was to facilitate humanintervention and attribute generation in the discovery process.
In this section, wefurther refine the definitions and give several examples, trying to showhowthis simple, mathematically trivial idea fits into the discoveryprocess.
Definition 1 (entity) An entity is anything which can be
identified as an individual (i.e. an object). Weshall call
the set of entities whichis underconsideration, the entities
of interest E.
[]
For example,we consider proteins ep as entities, and the set
of plant proteins Ep as the entities of interest. Entities can
be distinguished from each other by definition, but howthey
differ is ascertained throughvarious attributes they possess.
Anattribute, or feature, for an entity is generalizedas follows:
Definition 2 (view, viewscope) vi ew is a f unction v :
E ---* R over entities. Let v(e) denote the value that a view
returns for a certain entity e. The range R of v is called the
range set of v. For convenience, we call a set of possibly
infinite views V = {vl, v2,...} a viewscope. Similarly, let

V(e)= {vt (e), v2(e),...}.
A view returns a value which is expected to represent some
aspect of the given entity. Whenparametric functions are
regarded as views, we call them parametric views. A parametric view together with the space of parameterscan define
a viewscope.
Example1 An amino acid sequence view v would return
the aminoacid sequence for a particular protein, e. g. if
ep C Ep is the ATPI7protein of Saccharomycescerevisiae
(Baker’s yeast), v(ep) "MIFKRAVSTL...".
[]
The first step in the KDD
process is data selection. Data
can be regarded as the set of entities, accompaniedby initially given views. For example, if we are given a table of
items (rows) and their attributes (columns), the entity
would consist of the items, and the initially given views
would be the mappingfrom each item to their attributes
in the table (one view for each column). If we can design
a Boolean valued view which returns true for entities we
want/need, and false for entities we do not want/need, we
can create a subset of the entities by filtering the original set
using this view.
Definition 3 (view operator)Wecall any function over
views (or viewscopes)and/or entities, which returns a view
(or viewscope), vi ew operator.
[]
Definition 4 (view design) Views and view operators are
combinedto create new views. Wecall the structure of such
combinations, the design of the view.
[]
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Whenhumanexperts design views, they can embed their
knowledge,intuitions, and ideas. Viewsprovides an interface for humanintervention to the discovery process.
There are view operators which are not dependenton the
views which they operate upon. These view operators may
be defined by a function over range sets.
Definition 5 (range set based view operator) range set
basedview operator~P ~
is inducedby a function ~h : t2 --~ R
over a range set R. With¢ and view v with range set R:

where ~[vI denotes the newview induced by the application
of operator ko to the range set of v. Similarly, for viewscope
V = {vl,vu,...},
we define ~[V] = {~[vl],~[v2] .... }.
Obviously,a parametricview operator will result in a parametric view.
[]
The next steps in the KDD
process is the preprocessing,
and transformationof the data. It is not difficult to see that
preprocessing and transformation can be regarded as applying appropriate viewoperators to the initial views.
Example2 Viewoperators can be n-ary functions: e.g. for
two views vl, v2 returning a Booleanvalues, we can create
a conjunction view (representing the logical "and" of two
attributes) using a 2-ary operator ¢:
O[Vl,V2](e) =-- ¢(vl(e),v2(e))

= vl(e) A v2(e).
[]

Example3 (neighborhood operator) neighborhood op erator can be defined to generate views which are in the
neighborhood(according to somespecified definition) of the
original viewscope: e.g. locally modifying the parameters
in a parametric view. This type of operator maybe used, for
example, to conduct local optimization of views.
[]
The above examples closely resemble techniques appearing
in the context of constructive induction, or feature construction (Bloedorn & Michalski 1998).
In the data mining stage of the KDDprocess, rules or
hypotheses are generated by various learning algorithms.
These generated rules mayalso be regarded as views. For
example,a decision tree can be regarded as a function which
returns for each entity e, a correspondingvalue at the leaf of
wheree ends up getting classified.
Definition 6 (learning based view operator) /e arning
based view operator ~L can be induced from a learning
algorithm L, whichuses the entity set and available views
to create a new view.
[]
Example4 (hypothesis generation (supervised)) su pervised learning process can be written as an operation
on both the entity set and viewscope: 7-/[E, V, vc] = V’,
where 7-/ is a learning based view operator induced from
somekind of induction algorithm (for example, C4.5 for the

Table 1: Summaryof representing the KDDprocess with
view(scopes).
Elementsof the KDD
Process Descriptionin termsof view(scope)
classificationandfilteringof entitiesaccordI ) data
selection
ing to a certainview,whichdecideswhether
the entityis usedor not.
Preprocessing
of data can he expressedas a
2) datapreprocessing
functionoverdata,so naturallymayhe defined by a view(scope).
Transformationcan also he expressedas a
3) data transformation
functionoverdata,so naturallymayhe defined bya view(scope).
4) data mining
Dataminingcan he expressedas a generation of newview(scope).Hypothesis
generation algorithmscanhe consideredas view
operators.
5) interpretation/evaluation interpretation/evaluation
of a view(scope)
recursivety using newly generated
6) knowledge
consolidation
view(scopes)

case of decision trees), E is the entity set, V is the set of
views (or attributes/features) available to the algorithm, and
vc is the "answer" view. V’ is the set of generated views
(consisting of a single view, or perhaps multiple views:
e.g. the top scoring views). The resulting view(s) t EV’
is expected to satisfy the property v’(e) ~ vc(e) for most
eE E.
[]
Example5 (hypothesis generation (unsupervised)) An
unsupervisedlearning process can be written as an operation
on both the entity set and viewscope:7-/[E, V] = V’, this
time not requiring vc as in the supervisedcase.
For example, for entities E, viewscope V of numerical values, and clustering algorithm CL, ~CLwill create a viewscoperepresenting the clustering of the entities:
7-fc£ [E, V] = C. Where C is a set of newly generated
views (again consisting of a single view, or perhaps multiple views). A viewc E C’ wouldreturn a cluster identifier
c(e) (telling whichcluster the entity is clustered to) for
e E E, and we would expect the distances (defined somewhere in relation to values from V) betweenthe entities in
the samecluster are small, and those in different clusters are
large.
[]
Since hypotheses are equivalent to views, the evaluation/interpretation of a mined hypothesis is, in another
words, the evaluation/interpretation
of the mined view,
meaningthe manual evaluation of the view by a domainexpert, or an automated evaluation according to some score
(e.g. accuracy).
Since we observed that hypothesis generation algorithms
generate views, the newly generated views maybe used afterwards, perhaps in the next discovery task, or in refining
the current task. This represents the consolidation of the
knowledgegained from the data mining step.
The correspondence between views and the KDDprocess
is summarizedin Table 1.

Becausethese elements are captured abstractly as views
and view operations, exploiting themcan be done in a seamless, uniform manner. For example, since someview operators mayoperate on any view with a certain range set, we
see that we can reuse these operators. Somehypothesis generation operators also have this property, and can be used
for a variety of views. The samegoes for preprocessing and
transformations algorithms on data, which can be used for
different entities (datasets).
The trial-and-error interaction betweenthe domainexpert
and the problem, as is done in (Cheeseman& Stutz 1996)
can be regarded as the trial-and-error of view design: the
expert searches for good views and goodview design, testing the views by applying themto the data, interpreting the
outcome,makinglocal modifications, trying completely different views and view designs, After such extensive investigations, the expert may,perhaps, finally understandthe data
he/she is facing with, and consider a view generated in the
process as worthy knowledge.
These properties have lead us to develop an object oriented software library named HYPOTHESISCREATOR(7-~C),
realizing a competentset of viewsand view operators, trying
to boost this interaction.

Characterization of N-TerminalProtein
Sorting Signals
To illustrate the conceptsdescribed in the previous sections,
we give a brief account of a successful knowledgediscovery
endeavor which we actually experienced working with biological data. The following case is presented as an example
for our ideas, and a moredetailed discussion of the experimentsand the results will be given in a biological journal.
BackgroundProteins are composed of amino acids, and
maybe regarded as string sequences consisting of an alphabet of 20 characters. Mostproteins are synthesized in the cytosol, and are carried to specific locations inside the cell. In
most cases, the information determiningthe sub-cellular localization site is represented as a short aminoacid sequence
segmentcalled a protein sorting signal (Nakai 2000). If
can somehowdetect the amino acid sequence encoding this
information, we wouldbe able to predict the localization
sites. Since cellular functions are often localized in specific
compartments,this prediction of localization sites of various proteins is an important and challenging problemin the
field of molecularbiology, and wouldallow us to obtain indications of the functions for unknownor unannotated proteins. Further, if the rules for prediction werebiologically
interpretable, this knowledgecould help in designingartificial proteins with desired properties. Weconsider here the
typical N-terminal signals (signals that are knownto appear
somewherenear the "beginning" of the protein), which are
mitochondrial targeting peptides (mTP),chloroplast transit
peptides (cTP), and signal peptides (SP).
Mitochondrial targeting peptides are knownto be rich in
arginine (R), alanine (A), and serine (S), while negatively
charged amino acid residues (aspartic acid (D) and glutamic acid (E)) are rare (von Heijne, Steppuhn, & Herrmann
1989). Only weak consensus sequences have been found.
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Table 2: Viewoperators used in our experiments.
Operator

Il
Pp,A
/)h
A

string

~ vector(float)

vector(float) --. float

"Ta,t,b

Be
Af

Typeof Operator
string --. string
string ~
string
string --* heel

double --*

bool

boolx heel ~
heel
~

heel
heel

Description
Substring:returna specificsubstring[i, j] of a givenstring.
AlphabetIndexing:return an indexedstring, using an alphabetindexingI.
Pattern Match:return true if pattern p matchesthe string using pattern matching
algorithm
A, andfalse otherwise.
AAindex:
a homomorphism
of a mappingh: char--, float (h correspondsto an entry in the
AAindexDatabase).
Sum:returns the sumof the valuesof eachelementin the vector. (this value is referred to
as the indexingsumin the text)
Threshold:return b E {true, false} if the input valuev is withina certain threshold.(s _<
v<t)
BooleanOperation:o E {and, or}.
BooleanNotOperation:Negationof the input.

Further, they are believed to form an amphiphilic c~-helix
important for import into the mitochondrion. Chloroplast
transit peptides are knownto be rare in acidic residues, and
also believed to form an amphiphilic c~-helix (Bruce 2000).
It has been established that a concrete consensus sequence
does not occur in signal peptides. Rather, a three-region
structure is conserved: a positively charged n-region, a hydrophobich-region, and a polar c-region (von Heijne 1990).
TargetP(Emanuelssonet al. 2000) is the best predictor so
far in the literature in termsof prediction accuracy,but since
it is a neural networkbasedsystem, it is difficult to understand the underlying rules for its prediction. PSORT
(Nakai
& Kanehisa 1992) and MitoProt (Ciaros & Vincens 1996)
are systems whichdo utilize various expert knowledgeabout
sorting signals, but they are somewhatobsolete and their
prediction accuracy is unsatisfactory. The aim of our work
was to discover simple and understandable rules whichstill
had a practical prediction accuracy.
Approach The data we used was obtained from the
TargetP web-site (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/).
These data are divided into two data sets: plant and nonplant sequences. Wedescribe our analysis on the plant data
set of 940 sequences containing 368 mTP,141 cTP, 269 SP,
and i 62 "Other" (consisting of 54 nuclear and 108 cytosolic
proteins) sequences.
Wedesigned views from two standpoints. One aimed
to capture "’global" characteristics of the N-terminal sequences. Since existing knowledge about the signals
seemed to depend on biochemical properties of the
amino acids contained, we decided to use the AAindex
database (Kawashima& Kanehisa 2000), which is a compilation of 434 aminoacid indices, whereeach aminoacid index is a mappingfrom one aminoacid to a numerical value,
representing various physiochemicaland biochemical properties of the aminoacids.
The other view aimedto capture "local" characteristics:
although strong consensuspatterns do not seemto be present
in the signals, there does seem to be a common
structure to
each of the signals. Therefore an alphabet indexing + approximate pattern view was designed. An alphabet indexing (Shimozono1999) can be considered as a discrete, unordered version of aminoacid indices, mappingaminoacids
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to a smaller alphabet (in our case, {1, 2, 3}). After transformingthe original aminoacid sequence into a sequence of
the alphabetindices, a pattern is sought.
Starting with the proteins as entities E and an initial view
v whichreturns the aminoacid sequence of each protein in
E, the two types of views (which return Booleanvalues) can
be defined as follows:
(3)

El =- ~i)p,A[~l[Si,j[1)]]]
V2 -~- "Ts,t,b[.A[~h

[Si,j

[v]]]]

(4)

See Table2 for the definitions of the view operators. Note
that each operator (except ,4) is parametric, and the range
the parametersdefines the space of views to be searched.
The parameter space was designed as follows (taking into
account the existing knowledgeabout the sorting signals):
[i,j]: the 72 intervals [5n + 1, 5k] (where n = 0...8 and
k = 1... 8), t9: all patterns of length 3 -,, 10, A: approximate matching (Wu & Manber 1992) with up to 1 ,,mismatches,h: all entries of the AAindexdatabase, b, s, t:
all possible combinations(appearing in the data). For the
alphabet indexing I, we first start with a randomalphabet
indexing, and a local optimization strategy (Shimozonoet
al. 1994) using a neighborhoodoperator was adopted.
After extensively searching for good views which discriminateeach of the signal types from sets of other signals,
we combinedthe discovered views into a decision list (See
Figure 1) whosenodes consist of conjunctions of views from
VI and Vr (except for distinguishing SP, where only 1 view
from V2 was used).
Results The obtained parameters are summarizedin Table 3. Concerningviews of the form Vl, important features
concerningsorting signals were discovered. For SP, the hydropathy index (Kyte & Doolittle 1982) was found to be the
most effective. This knowledgeis not entirely new, but it
wassurprising that such a simple rule could explain the signals so well - almost as goodas TargetP. For mTPand cTP,
the isoelectric point index (Zimmerman,Eliezer, & Simha
1968) was found to be effective. Since this index can be
regarded as a more accurate version of the net aminoacid
charge, we can see that although mTPand cTP lack in negatively charged aminoacids, mTPtend to be morepositively

\

I:=’-’1-."
F"

1"

F"

Figure1: Thedecision list for predictinglocalization sites.
The summary
of parametersis given in Table 3.

Table 3: Summary
of the Parametersused for the Final Hypotheses
Node

Alphabet

Substring

Amino acid index

P!

[6, 25]

Hydropathy Index

Indexing
not used

P2

[1, 30]

Negative Charge

P3

[1, 15]

Isoelectric Point

Name I

Pattern

I

Mismatch

not used

pllow~nce
not used

All

112121221

2 ins/del

AI2

211211221

3 ins/del

Alphabet Indexing
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charged.Thevalues of the views after applyingthe sumoperator.,4 is plottedin Figure2.
For views of I,~, the alphabetindexing and pattern were
again found to capture existing knowledgeabout the patterns. For example,the patterns capture a periodicity of
arginine (R) and/orlysine (K) whichare characteristics
the amphiphilict~-helix structure of mTPandcTP.
Crossvalidation scores of the Matthews
correlation coefficient (MCC)(Matthews1975),
tp x tn- fp x fn
x/(tp + f,+)(tp + fp)(tn + fp)(tn f, ,.)
are summarizedin Table 4. Wecan see that our predictor
competesvery well with TargetP.

100

Wehave presented an approachto describe the process of
knowledgediscovery in terms of views, and have seen that
views are fundamentalconcepts in this process. The concept of views allows us to modelvarious(if not all) steps
the knowledgediscovery process, as well as providean interface for human
intervention in the knowledgediscovery
process. Anexampleof a successful real world discovery
task, in whichthe concepts discussed wereobservedto play
an importantrole, wasalso presented.
The source code for the 7-/C library implementing our ideas is available from its web-site
(http://www.HypothesisCreator.net/).
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Figure 2: Indexing sum values for the best substring,
aminoacid index, andthresholdsfor distinguishingSP (top),
(mTP+cTP)vs Other (middle), and mTPvs cTP (bottom).
Theserepresenta simplerule, for examplefor SP: calculate
the indexing sum, with respect to the hydropathy
index, for
the 20 aminoacids at position 6 through25, andthen check
the sumagainst the threshold. (Note that the x-axis only
representsthe ID of the sequences,(in arbitrary order: SP,
mTP,cTP,nuc, cyt fromleft to right) and does not give any
informationaboutthe characteristics of the sequences)
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Table 4: The Prediction Accuracy(5-fold cross validation) of the Final Hypothesis(scores ofTargetP (Emanuelssonetal. 2000)
in parentheses)
Predicted category
#
True
cTP
mTP
SP
Other
Sensitivity
MCC
category~q
s
cTP
141
112(120)
15(14)
0(2)
14 (5)
0.79 (0.85) 0.64 (0.72)
mTP
368
41(41)
304 (300)
9(9)
14(18)
0.83 (0.82) 0.79 (0.77)
SP
269
16(2)
8 (7)
237(245) 8(15)
0.88 (0.91) 0.89 (0.90)
Other 162
13(10)
6(13)
2 (2)
141 (137) 0.87 (0.85) 0.80 (0.77)
Specificity
0.62 (0.69) 0.91 (0.90) 0.96 (0.96) 0.80 (0.78)
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